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The Hypothetical
Lawyer Leo, admitted to practice in Kentucky, has his office in Kentucky and has a client who has corporate offices in Kentucky and factories in Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee. Leo is not admitted in Indiana or Tennessee. Leo often visits the client's factories in Indiana and Tennessee and discusses legal issues with various representatives of the client at those Indiana and Tennessee locations.

1. Has Leo practiced law unauthorizedly and thus contrary to ethical principles and, perhaps, criminal statutes?
2. Will a court enforce Leo's fee contract with his client if the client refuses to pay him for the work in Tennessee and Indiana?

The Kentucky Ethics Rule on Unauthorized Practice
Practicing law unauthorizedly is a violation of the ethics rules applicable to Kentucky attorneys. Kentucky Supreme Court Rule 3.130 (5.5) states:

A lawyer shall not:
(a) Practice law in a jurisdiction where doing so violates the regulation of the legal profession in that jurisdiction;
(b) Assist a person who is not a member of the bar in the performance of activity that constitutes the unauthorized practice of law.

With this rule, Kentucky lawyers involved in activities in other jurisdictions need to be aware of the rules of those other jurisdictions. In addition, Kentucky law, like that of many other states, provides that the unauthorized practice of law is a crime.1

The Definition of the Practice of Law
Leo, the lawyer in the hypothetical, is not admitted to practice in Indiana or Tennessee, so to determine whether Leo has practiced law unauthorizedly one must determine whether Leo's activities constitute the practice of law in those jurisdictions. Kentucky's definition of the practice of law, found in Kentucky Supreme Court Rule 3.020, is as follows:

A person who gives legal advice to clients and transacts business for them in matters connected with the law is engaged in the practice of law.... Thus, the practice of law is not defined only as the giving of legal advice or acting in a representative capacity—it also had been extended by this Court to conducting the business management of a law practice.2

Tennessee prohibits engaging in "law business" or the "practice of law"3 and defines the two concepts as follows:

1. “Law business” means the advising or counseling of a valuable consideration of any person, firm, association, or corporation, as to any secular law, or the drawing or the procuring of or assisting in the drawing for a valuable consideration of any paper, document or instrument affecting or relating to secular rights, or the doing of any act for a valuable consideration in a representative capacity, obtaining or tending to secure for any person, firm, association or corporation any property or property rights whatsoever, or the soliciting of clients directly or indirectly to provide such services; and
2. “Practice of law” means the appearance as an advocate in a representative capacity or the drawing of papers, pleadings or documents or the performance of any act in such capacity in connection with proceedings pending or prospective before any court, commissioner, referee or any body, board, committee or commission constituted by law or having authority to settle controversies, or the soliciting of clients directly or indirectly to provide such services.4

Under any of these definitions Leo's meetings in Indiana and Tennessee may be examples of the practice of law or engaging in "law business."

Unauthorized Practice Rules of Tennessee and Indiana
Leo has violated Kentucky's ethics rule on unauthorized practice, Rule 5.5, only if practicing law in Indiana and Tennessee violates the rules of those jurisdictions. Leo has violated the Kentucky rule because his activities in Tennessee definitely violated Tennessee's rules regarding the unauthorized practice of law. Perhaps surprising to some readers is the fact that Leo may not have violated Indiana's rules.

Tennessee's Rule 5.5
Tennessee's ethics rule on unauthorized practice is identical to that of Kentucky,5 and Tennessee has a statute making the unauthorized practice of law and conducting a law business a crime.6 Given the broad definition of the practice of law, Leo practiced law in Tennessee without being admitted to the Tennessee bar and without being given permission in any other way such a pro hac vice admission. Leo has violated Tennessee rules and thus has violated Kentucky Supreme Court Rule 3.130 (5.5) by engaging in the unauthorized practice of law in Tennessee.

Indiana's Rule 5.5: The New Approach
Until recently, this result would have been the result for all jurisdictions. Yet, one rarely hears of an attorney being disciplined or prosecuted for practicing in a jurisdiction in which the attorney is not admitted.7 Disciplinary bodies do not pursue attorneys for the unauthorized practice of law, in part because such activity as Leo's is a part of almost every attorney's practice.

In 2000 the ABA president appointed a Commission on Multi-Jurisdictional Practice to investigate the issue of the unauthorized practice of law in the context of lawyers practicing in multiple jurisdictions. This
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Commission recognized the disconnect between the rules and the reality of modern law practice. The Commission suggested a new version of Rule 5.5 that would take several common scenarios out of the definition of improper conduct while still prohibiting the unauthorized practice of law in general. The Commission also recommended a new conflict of laws rule, Rule 8.5, to deal with the newly-recognized possibility of a lawyer rightfully practicing in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is not admitted. The ABA adopted the new Model Rules 5.5 and 8.5 in 2002.

The new Rule 5.5 begins by prohibiting attorneys from practicing law in a jurisdiction in violation of the rules of the legal profession in that jurisdiction or assisting another to do so. This part of Rule 5.5 is not a change from tradition. The Rule continues with a statement that no lawyer who is not admitted in the jurisdiction may “establish an office or other systematic or continuous presence” in the jurisdiction or “hold [the lawyer] out to the public” as admitted in the jurisdiction. These statements are certainly consistent with the traditional rule though the earlier forms of Rule 5.5 did not deal in such specificity.

The new Rule 5.5 differs from earlier versions, however, in that it lists specific, previously unrecognized exceptions to the unauthorized practice of law doctrine. The Rule allows a lawyer admitted elsewhere but not admitted in the target jurisdiction to practice in the target jurisdiction “on a temporary basis” if the legal services:
1. are provided “in association with a lawyer who is admitted” and who “actively participates” in the representation;
2. are “in or reasonably related to a pending or potential proceeding before a tribunal” in any jurisdiction if the lawyer expects to be authorized to appear in the proceeding or the person the lawyer is assisting expects to be authorized to appear;
3. are “in or reasonably related to a pending or potential” alternative dispute resolution proceeding “if the services arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer’s practice in an admitted jurisdiction and pro hac vice admission is not otherwise required” by the jurisdiction; or
4. “arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer’s practice” in an admitted jurisdiction.

The new Rule 5.5 also contains an exception that allows in-house counsel to render legal services to the employer if the services do not otherwise require pro hac vice admission. Finally, the new Rule 5.5 contains an exception for the rendering of any legal services that “federal law or other law of this jurisdiction” might authorize.

Indiana is one of eight states, along with Arkansas, Delaware, Iowa, Maryland, Nebraska, Oregon, and Utah, that has adopted this new version of Rule 5.5 without modification. Eighteen states have adopted a substantially similar rule. Other states such as Illinois, Montana, Michigan, New Hampshire, and Washington are moving toward adopting a version of the new Rule 5.5. Kentucky has a committee considering the new version of Rule 5.5 along with many other suggested changes to the ethics rules. Leo may have a good argument that his work for his client which takes him to Indiana is “temporary” and “arises out of” or is “reasonably related” to Leo’s Kentucky practice. If so, under the new version of Rule 5.5, Leo may not have violated the rules regarding unauthorized practice. Because Indiana follows this version of Rule 5.5, Leo may not have violated Indiana’s unauthorized practice rules and so may not have violated Kentucky’s Rule 5.5.

Enforcement of Fee Contracts
As noted above, Leo’s chances of discipline or prosecution for the unauthorized practice of law are slim. Yet, if Leo has practiced law unauthorized, courts may refuse to enforce the fee contract on the basis that the contract is contrary to public policy. Several courts in the past have so held.

This result may not occur in the future in light of the evolution of Rule 5.5 and recognition of the realities of the modern practice of law. Recently, in Winston & Strawn, LLP v. Salt Lake Tribune Publishing Company, LLC, the client claimed that it did not need to pay its attorneys according to the fee contract because the attorneys rendered services in Utah but were not admitted to practice law in Utah. The United States District Court for the District of Utah refused to grant the client’s motion for summary judgment noting that local counsel was involved in the matter and that the client participated in the strategic decision that the attorneys not to be admitted pro hac vice.

Conclusion
With regard to the issue of multi-jurisdictional practice by attorneys, the legal profession is in a period of transition. Kentucky attorneys engaging in activities in other jurisdictions need to be especially cognizant of the applicable unauthorized practice of law rules of the jurisdictions in which those attorneys act. Fortunately for Kentucky attorneys, the unauthorized practice rules of some jurisdictions, such as Indiana, are relaxing to allow the applicable rules to better reflect the realities of modern practice. Other states, such as Tennessee, have not yet relaxed the unauthorized practice of law rules for multi-jurisdictional practice. Kentucky attorneys should be aware of the implications for discipline purpose as well as for fee contract enforcement purposes.
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